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Odbiornik TBS Crossfire Diversity
8CH

Cena brutto 550,99 zł

Cena netto 447,96 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 1 - 3 dni

Kod EAN 741587423546

Producent Team Blacksheep

Opis produktu

Odbiornik TBS Crossfire Diversity 8CH

True Diversity, Full range

The TBS CROSSFIRE 8ch Diversity Receiver is a compact R/C receiver with 8ch PWM outputs (PPM, SBUS and CRSF capable), with best-in-
industry noise-rejection and record-breaking range capability. It is the only receiver to provide true dual-input stage, chip based diversity, with

the usual filtering and noise rejection from on-board video systems.

Beacon Mode

Ever lost a plane and spent hours looking for it? Enter the TBS CROSSFIRE beacon mode. The 8ch diversity receiver comes with a built-in LiPo
battery that will keep the receiver running for a full day after all onboard electronics are gone. It will be screaming for help by giving you its GPS

coordinates, and also blasting out RF beacon signals that will allow you to pinpoint its location even if no GPS was ever on your airplane.

BST, anyone?

BST, the BlackSheepTelemetry port, spreads the goodness of the TBS CROSSFIRE to any device that listens. For example, the TBS CORE PRO will
display the RSSI and link quality info. Through CRSF the telemetry gets sent to the ground, where it can be captured by any bluetooth smart

device. Software updates will get automatically spread across the entire ecosystem, through a single entry point (e.g. CORE PNP PRO). It's just
user-friendly and safer that way! In case you're running out of BST ports we're including a BST port splitter free of charge!

FLARM is here!

FLARM is a traffic awareness and collision avoidance technology for General Aviation, light aircraft, and UAVs. The TBS Crossfire Diversity RX's
will be able to broadcast on the FLARM network for free, receiving drone and general aviation traffic information on your OSD requires additional

licenses. Paired with the CORE PRO or FPVision and TBS GPS, you can get a virtual radar showing other FLARM devices around you (~3km
range).

This allows safe navigation in crowded airspace, or nailbiting proximity formation flights with your buddies! Fullscale aviation will be alerted if
your drone is on a collision course with them, and vice versa.
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